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Enemy of the State
I am trying to relay some information
A story of mine has just began
Is very hard to wake up in the morning
My days are long and full of fear

Give me a light to guide me through
Because I can't stand your points of view
I am guilty right before my trial has began
And wrongly accused, I'm sadly confused
Behaviors are lost within this cell
Still I long to see the sunshine one more time

I cannot stand to bare this isolation
When no one is there to take my hand
Faith on myself is losing its momentum
Guess it's all too late when the truth comes out

Trials are lost time after time
Unfair the price we have to pay
I only ask for you to see this burning flame
The voices I hear, the struggle within
The questions unanswered in the past
Still we trust this broken system works for us

I am trying to relay some information
A story of mine has just began
Faith on myself is losing its momentum
Guess it's all too late when the truth comes out

Give me a light to guide me through
Because I can't stand your points of view
I am guilty right before my trial has began
And wrongly accused, I'm sadly confused
Behaviors are lost within this cell
Still I long to see the sunshine one more time

Trials are lost time after time
Unfair the price we have to pay
I only ask for you to see this burning flame
The voices I hear, the struggle within
The questions unanswered in the past
Still we trust this broken system works for us
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Black City Lights
Send a message be a leader not a follower
And don't forget to set your expectations high
I stood among the clan, no fear, I fought for honour
A warrior in my soul, a roman in my veins

Can you decide my friend
Come by the light and be a man
A messenger of peace, 'cause a corrupted world this is
Metropolis at last, buildings arise across the skies
A fallen man this is, living among black city lights

Stand up for your right and speak yourself
Be the voice for your choice and understand
Stop this rain of decay and start again
Black city lights
See the world through my eyes, this Gotham skies
Have betrayed the believe that I once had
I was always a roman in my veins
Black city lights

Don't let false egos take you where you don't belong to be
Don't take their false advice their truth is filled with lies
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Romancing the Stone
You've got what I need and every desire that I crave
You are just what I want, the perfect body, the perfect face
I love who you are for every move you make, for every word you say
For every second that we spend

When you're not around it is sometimes hard to keep things clear
Temptations are high but for a moment think of me

'Cause I'm lost every second without you
And it feels like I'm losing my mind
Keeping true to ourselves through the distance
Makes me feel like romancing a stone

How can I leave you, how can I dare to walk away
When you were there in every step, when you were always there for me
How can I do this when tears are running down your face
When hurt is all you feel inside and love does not deserve my name

'Cause I'm lost every second without you
And it feels like I'm losing my mind
Keeping true to ourselves through the distance
Makes me feel like romancing a stone
But this shadow keeps merging between us
Keeping darkness to my solitude
Giving in to the sin precious darling
Makes me feel like romancing the stone
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Citizen
How much time in their control
Before we come to realize
That this whole system has collapsed
Filth pigs imposing their won laws
This isn't help, this isn't law
This is the wrath of our land

And you can take away my thoughts
You will not change what I believe
And you can tear my soul apart
I am just another citizen
And you can tell me all your lies
But you won't get to see the day
And here I hold these words I say
Because I'm not just a citizen

They'll take your life, they'll take your soul
Your goal is nothing but a dream
They'll take your thoughts, they'll take your past
You've got to give me faith, you've got to give me hope
Because these things aren't easy to control
You've got to walk the walk, you've got to talk the talk
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Vicious Sentiment
Days are trivial and the distance is so vast
And I just count the hours right before we meet
For many years I roamed this dessertness alone
A celebration of the many things to come

I will find my half alone
I will find the way back home

In this vicious sentiment love spirals down a hole
I feel trapped inside this world but I will find the way back home
Freedom is greeting my return as I fall into your arms
Just a picture keeps me warm raging pulses in my heart

I feel nothing more than emptiness inside
The tick of time is drowning deep into the sand
Well all I am asking for is mercy for my soul
I question God to tell me why this feels so real

As I turned I saw the answers on the wall
Same words I never bothered to make of my own
They seemed so blurred at times but now they look so clear
A blindfold mask so tied I couldn't even breath
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Firewall
I am sorry I am not here to tell a story or a lie
I just didn't want to say good bye
I am sorry I am not saying that you didn't have the right
I just didn't want to let you go

Here I am building a firewall in a path travelling downward
Shall I pray for time not to take me anymore
Would you step inside to relieve and feel the pain that holds all the memories
In this hole to witness the storm in my four walls

I am sorry but I didn't want to let you run away
But I think you've already made your mind
Straight out from the heart I'm here to bare my soul apart
But I think that your decision is clear

Here I am building a firewall in a path travelling downward
Shall I pray for time not to take me anymore
Must I sink in your domain and feel the pain that runs through my veins
And in return I'll give you control of what I am

Here I am building a firewall in a path travelling downward
Shall I pray for time not to take me anymore
Would you step inside to relieve and feel the pain that holds all the memories
In this hole to witness the storm in my four walls

So understand that if you leave my life is gone, I will be done
I cannot bare, I cannot live life on my own
So understand that if you leave my life is gone, I will be done

Here I am just to remind you this could go along and forever
Would you step inside to relieve and feel the pain
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Mankind
JFK, 1962: "Mankind must put an end to war or war will put an end to mankind"
"We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things…
Not because they are easy but because they are hard"

Sometimes I wonder if there is someone else
Our humankind couldn't be the only one
To build great empires in this great silence
I don't believe we are the only ones

Sometimes I see things that make me more aware
The sky is the limit, the future is the game
Taken in wrong hands it could be dangerous
We are always driven by politics

The maze of time is lost in silence
We are the heroes of the day
No signs of life in this great silence
We are the heroes of the day… mankind

Caught unaware of the facts behind our past
Was the creation the hand of our God
We find the answers in understanding
But wisdom takes us beyond the fact
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Children of the Night
I've been trying to see that man
The one that keeps my soul from sin
The one that keeps myself away from hell
I've been looking for so long
Behind the walls, behind closed doors
I've been trying to see that man in me

We are the children of the night
There is no faith in which to hide
No promises, no broken thoughts
Because the truth is always there
We are the children of the night

A man standing on his own
He fears commitment, he fears love
He fears the freedom taken from himself
We all have failures and regrets
No man can ever be the best
It is survival or defeat at last

We are the children of the night
A blind fold covering our eyes
No promises, no broken thoughts
Because the truth is always there
We are the children of the night
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World Chaos
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Walk in My Shoes
Last night I had a dream celebrating walk to fame
Saw myself on TV, a little odd I must admit
It grew beyond control and soon it had no boundaries
Letting go of what I love, that was the price I had to pay

Walk in my shoes, feel what I feel
Dare to be me, dare to survive
Walk in these shoes, who can I trust
Can you withstand my destiny
Walk in my shoes, follow the steps
Take on the pride of my desire
Walk in these shoes look me in the eye
Can you believe my destiny

Surrounded by a cult they follow me each way I go
Sometimes I feel consumed, at times my privacy is none
Sucked in by my demand, this nightlife isn't what I planned
This vicious underground, inhabitants are just as wild

Attention is not amiss, success just makes me unimpressed
It came to me just on time to satisfy my appetite
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